Abstract-By splitting traffic across an optimal number of disjoint paths, it is shown a capacity saving of up to 11% is possible in randomly generated networks relative to the most capacity efficient mesh-based restoration scheme available to date. An algorithm yielding the optimal number of disjoint paths is developed.
I. INTRODUCTION

S
AVING transmission capacity is a key force driving the design of survivable all-optical lightpath networks. By survivable, it is meant resiliency to a single cable-cut is provided through some form of restoration. Switch failures and multiple cable-cuts are not considered. Mesh-based restoration [3] can offer up to a 50%-60% capacity saving relative to ring-based [2] and dedicated one-plus-one restoration [4] . For this reason, it is envisaged that mesh-based restoration will underpin future survivable networks.
Mesh restoration of lightpaths (MRL) [2] is the most capacity efficient mesh-based restoration scheme available to date, which functions as follows. Traffic is transmitted from an ingress point to an egress point by way of a working lightpath. When a working lightpath is severed by a cable-cut, its traffic is split across a set of disjoint spare lightpaths. Spare lightpaths are configured only when a working lightpath is severed. The capacity allocated to a spare lightpath is referred to as spare capacity, and similarly for working capacity. Spare capacity can be shared between spare lightpaths so long as sufficient spare capacity is available to restore all working lightpaths severed by any single cable-cut. Working capacity is dedicated to each working lightpath. The capacity efficiency of mesh-based restoration is attributable to sharing of spare capacity. Working and spare lightpaths are often routed to minimize total capacity, which is the sum of working and spare capacity [2] , [3] .
Minimizing total capacity demanded by a dynamically provisioned survivable lightpath network is the optimization problem considered herein. Three properties distinguishing dynamic provisioning are as follows.
1) lightpath requests arrive in real time; 2) reconfiguration of existing working and spare lightpaths to enforce optimality is forbidden; 3) statistics of future lightpath requests are unknown. Upon arrival of a request, a working lightpath and a set of disjoint spare lightpaths must be optimally routed and provisioned within a few seconds. As a consequence of the above three properties, routing lightpaths for a new request must be performed independently of existing and future requests. A previous study [4] considered provisioning a new request by routing a working lightpath and single disjoint spare lightpath that is optimal at the time of provisioning. Optimality is attained by minimizing the sum of capacity on the working lightpath and unshared capacity 1 on the spare lightpath. Optimality may however be compromised if existing lightpaths are dismantled or new requests provisioned subsequent to the time of provisioning. A signalling protocol is developed to update each link state upon provisioning of a lightpath request, which is compatible to the concept later proposed herein.
An integer linear program has been formulated [3] to solve the allied problem of minimizing total capacity demanded by a statically provisioned survivable lightpath network. Requests are known and optimally provisioned a priori. Solving an integer linear program upon arrival of a dynamic request within a few seconds is computationally intractable and may require reconfiguration of existing lightpaths to enforce optimality.
Herein a request is dynamically provisioned by uniformly splitting traffic across an optimal number of disjoint lightpaths. When a lightpath is severed, its portion of traffic is uniformly split across the surviving lightpaths, which are provisioned spare capacity in addition to working capacity. It is shown such provisioning offers a capacity saving of up to 11% in randomly generated networks relative to MRL. The capacity saving is not solely attributable to sharing of spare capacity, but rather to a concept to be exposed in Section II.
Finding the optimal number of disjoint lightpaths to minimize total capacity is formulated as an optimization problem and solved in Section III. Cost savings are empirically quantified in Section IV.
II. UNDERLYING CONCEPT
Static provisioning allows spare lightpaths to be optimally routed to maximize sharing of spare capacity. The following intrinsic limitation precludes dynamic provisioning from fully exploiting the capacity saving attributable to sharing of spare capacity. Optimally routing a set of disjoint spare lightpaths for a new request to maximize sharing of spare capacity requires knowledge of future requests at the time of provisioning and may require reconfiguration of existing lightpaths. At best, it can only be hoped that spare lightpaths are routed such that a near-optimal level of sharing often prevails.
Unlike MRL, the capacity saving offered by the concept considered herein is not solely attributable to sharing of spare capacity, and is thus suited to dynamic provisioning. The intent of the following example is to expose the underlying concept.
Suppose units of traffic request transmission from an ingress point to an egress point for which , , disjoint -hop lightpaths can be provisioned. By -hop lightpath, it is meant a lightpath traversing fiber links. An arbitrary yet practical modeling choice that reflects a typical network is , , and a small integer, say two or three to preclude excessively long lightpaths. In words, one-hop lightpaths, two-hop lightpaths, etc., up to -hop lightpaths can be provisioned. The modeling parameter represents network density. Increasing allows a greater number of disjoint lightpaths to be provisioned and models an increase in network density. Let denote the number of disjoint lightpaths that can be provisioned and let , , denote the actual number of shortest hop disjoint lightpaths provisioned upon arrival of a request.
To reflect the cost of provisioning a lightpath, define capacity such that units of capacity are required to transmit units of traffic across a -hop lightpath. Less than units of capacity are required to transmit units of traffic across a -hop spare lightpath if its capacity is sharable with existing spare lightpaths. Defining capacity as such provides an upper bound and represents the worst dynamic provisioning case, in which no spare capacity is sharable. Without loss of generality, assume . Upon arrival of a request, MRL provisions a one-hop working lightpath and , , shortest hop spare lightpaths requiring total capacity (1) where and such that . Rearrangement of (1) gives By provisioning all spare lightpaths, spare capacity is maximally dispersed throughout the network, thus maximizing the probability of sharing with existing spare lightpaths.
Consider now the concept of uniformly splitting traffic across , , shortest hop disjoint lightpaths. When a lightpath is severed, its portion of traffic is uniformly split across the surviving lightpaths, which are provisioned spare capacity in addition to working capacity requiring total capacity (2) Rearrangement of (2) gives As conjectured earlier, it is straightforward to prove for all and . To quantify the capacity saving, a plot of and for and the cases , reflecting low and high density networks, respectively, is shown in Fig. 1 .
A potential limitation of the concept considered herein is that a capacity saving may require a tradeoff with propagation delay as a consequence of some data packets traversing longer working lightpaths. Increased propagation delay arises in MRL only during the time of a cable-cut because it is only during such a time that traffic is split across many lightpaths.
To motivate the ensuing section, observe in Fig. 1 that capacity can be optimally saved by splitting traffic across an optimal number of shortest hop disjoint lightpaths; for example, and for all . Therefore, given the worst dynamic provisioning case, in which no spare capacity is sharable, it is optimal to split traffic across four and three shortest hop disjoint lightpaths if and , respectively. For the example considered, it is straightforward to prove that splitting traffic across shortest hop disjoint lightpaths is optimal for . The ensuing section formulates the problem of finding the optimal number of shortest length disjoint lightpaths for specific networks, in which the length of a lightpath is more practically defined in terms of geographical length rather than a hop count.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Represent a network with the directed graph, or multi-graph, , where is the set of switches and is the set of fiber links. Let denote the geographical length of fiber link and define capacity such that units of capacity are required to transmit units of traffic across lightpath . Let and , where . Given graph, , the length of each fiber link, , and an ingress and egress point, the problem of finding the optimal number of shortest length disjoint lightpaths, , to minimize total capacity can be formulated as follows: such that (3) (4) where and denotes the norm of vector . The shortest length disjoint lightpaths are deducible from . Constraint (3) ensures a lightpath consists of a contiguous sequence of fiber links from the ingress point to the egress point and constraint (4) ensures all lightpaths are disjoint. Fig. 2 specifies an exhaustive algorithm that optimally solves the above problem formulation. The algorithm makes use of the maximum network flow (MNF) and minimum cost network flow (MCNF) algorithms [1] , in which each link supports unity flow. The MNF algorithm is applied to find the maximum number of disjoint lightpaths, , and the MCNF algorithm is successively applied to find the , , shortest length disjoint lighpaths, . Experimentation shows the optimal number of lightpaths can be found within a few seconds of computation for a fully meshed network comprising of less than 20 switches.
IV. EMPIRICAL QUANTIFICATION OF CAPACITY SAVING
Let be the mean switch degree, where is the number of fiber links incident from switch of graph . Consider the following experiment. Geographical lengths are randomly assigned to each fiber link of a fully-meshed network denoted
. A set of progressively sparser test networks are iteratively constructed such that and , , where is randomly chosen such that is connective and . Given a fixed ingress and egress point, the algorithm specified in Fig. 2 is invoked to find the optimal number of shortest length disjoint lightpaths for each test network. It is then straightforward to quantify the capacity saving attainable by provisioning the optimal number of shortest length disjoint lightpaths relative to MRL, in which a working and a single spare lightpath are provisioned. The experiment is repeated several times and the average capacity saving is shown in Fig. 3 .
As shown in Fig. 3 , the capacity saving asymptotes at approximately 11% as the mean switch degree is increased. It can be proven the capacity saving is for equidistant fully meshed networks with switches, that is, a capacity saving that asymptotes at 33%.
V. CONCLUSION
Although additional propagation delay may be incurred by splitting traffic across an optimal number of disjoint lightpaths, significant capacity savings are attainable, the probability of sharing spare capacity is increased and less traffic requires rerouting at the time of a cable-cut.
